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Furankuri to kaminari no zu = Benjamin Franklin and lightning.
http://www.loc.gov/pictures/item/2008661074/
QUESTIONS

- Is the project transferrable to BLC or EAST?
- Are the problems solvable by BLC or EAST?
- Are there additional goals for BLC or EAST?
BACKGROUND
TIMELINE

2008-2012  Consensus Building, Problem ID
Spring 2012  Participants provide estimate
Summer 2012  Participants propose Last Copy
Dec. 2012  Video Project to VIVA Director
2013  Project officially a VIVA Task Force
       Collection Analysis Project
GOALS

- Identify unique and at-risk titles
- Develop a last copy retention plan
- Determine repository libraries
- Develop preservation strategies and standards
PLANNING: VIVA PARTICIPANTS
PLANNING

- Four different integrated library systems
- An estimated 130,000 video items in many formats
- Sustainable Collection Services selected as the contractor
PROCESS

- The libraries filled out data questionnaires
  - circulation/charging practices
  - classification practices
  - ILS details
- Libraries extracted their records and sent them to SCS.
- SCS validated and cleaned the data files and matched the records against WorldCat.
- Holdings were compared to other US libraries, other Virginia libraries, and the project libraries.
RESULTS: UNIQUENESS IN GROUP

- Held by one library: 38%
- Held by two libraries: 18%
- Held by three libraries: 13%
- Held by four libraries: 10%
- Held by five libraries: 7%
- Held by six libraries: 7%
- Held by all seven libraries: 7%
RESULTS: UNIQUENESS IN U.S.

- Uniquely Held In U.S. - Same Edition: 6,489
- Uniquely Held In U.S. - Any Edition: 4,731
- 2 to 9 U.S. Holdings - Same Edition: 16,334
- 2 to 9 U.S. Holdings - Any Edition: 9,578
GOALS

- Identify unique and at-risk titles ✔
- Develop a last copy retention plan ?
- Determine repository libraries
- Develop preservation strategies and standards
QUESTIONS

- Is the project transferrable to BLC or EAST?
- Are the problems solvable by BLC or EAST?
- Are there additional goals for BLC or EAST?
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